
Digital Inclusion Action Plan

What do we 
need to do? 

Who needs to 
be involved? 

When does it need 
to be done by? 

When will we know 
it has been done? Other notes 

1 What do your services users need? Ask them along with your staff and volunteers too. 
Activities based on need and personal motivations are more likely to succeed.

2 Is Senior Management bought-in? Leading from the top is essential to build confidence across the 
workforce. It also ensures resources are available. 

3 Who will be your Digital Motivator and Digital Champions? 
Get the right people to drive and deliver your digital inclusion activities. It’s vital to success!
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4 Where and how will you embed it? Embed it in your existing engagement work 
or weave it into new activities.  

5
What will delivery look like? Weekly drop-in sessions or 1-to-1 appointments could work. 
An informal social approach or a focus on personal goals could be best. 
Having an appropriate safe space to meet (in person or online) is also important.

6 What training do staff and volunteers need? Do they need to improve their own skills or need to 
build confidence on how to pass skills on? The Digital Skills Toolkit can help to inform this. 
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7 What good practice is out there? Find out what others are delivering. 
Ask what is working for them and what is not. Link up where possible. 

8 Could you link up with partners? You can share resources, expertise or help with referrals. 
They could help provide extra or niche support. 

9
How will you use the Digital Skills Toolkit? You could use the online version, the hard copy or use both 
depending on the user. You could adapt it to have more relevant examples for your users. Think about 
how you will use the data to inform your activities and as a support tool for your users.  
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10 What other resources will you need? This could be staff training, funding, 
equipment, or digital champion resources.

11 How will you let others know about it? Let your service users and wider networks know about 
your digital inclusion support. See our promoting your support section for more guidance.  

12
How will you check success? What impact has it made for the user and your staff and volunteers? 
How has your service improved? Have you made any organisational efficiencies as a result? 
See our evaluating success section for more guidance
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